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Operative techniques for fusing an unstable portion of the lumbar spine or immobilizing a painful vertebral motion segment have been in use for many years. Lumbar fusion procedures initially were used to treat patients with infections (tuberculous spondylitis) or misaligned spines (isthmic spondylolisthesis) (1–8). Early techniques involving the use of harvested autogenous bone graft without instrumentation were largely unsuccessful because of the lack of structural integrity and the undesirable side effects of the harvesting procedure. Because of the high failure rates associated with early fusion procedures using bone graft or posterior pedicle screws, an eventual transition to more successful approaches to disk height maintenance using a structural graft took place. The evolution of construct design from femoral ring allograft, to threaded cortical bone dowels, to cylindrical metal fusion cages, and ultimately to tapered fusion cages (metal and composite) proceeded with the knowledge that fusion success requires, in part, both mechanical stability and adequate graft material to provide a favorable biologic environment in which fusion can occur (9).

Increasingly, lumbar interbody fusions have been performed in patients with degenerative disk disease and discogenic pain syndromes (10–11). It is estimated that more than 300,000 lumbar spine fusion procedures are performed each year in the United States (12). The radiologist should be familiar with the various techniques, devices, and potential complications associated with these procedures.

Since the first posterior lumbar interbody fusion performed by Cloward in 1940, spinal interbody fusion techniques have continued to evolve with an increasing number of interbody fusion devices available for use (9, 11–18). These devices have varying geometric configurations and wall thicknesses and are made of various materials, such as titanium, PEEK (polyether etherketone), and other polymers. In addition, human allograft bone dowels and allograft bone spacers are also used in interbody fusion procedures. The choice of a particular interbody fusion device affects the ability of surgeons and radiologists to assess fusion progression on dynamic radiographs and CT scans.

Interbody Fusion Techniques

Interbody fusion, or fusion across the disk space, can be performed by using several surgical approaches. Posterior lumbar interbody fusion, anterior lumbar interbody fusion, and transformaminal lumbar interbody fusion have unique advantages and potential complications associated with each approach. Each technique can stand alone or be accompanied by supplemental segmental posterior instrumentation (posterior rods and pedicle screws most commonly). The purpose of all interbody fusion devices is to restore and maintain disk space height and normal sagittal contours (lordosis) and to increase the stability of the operated segment or segments (13). Stability and lordosis are obtained by stretching the annulus and supporting ligaments via distraction of the disk space. This stretching of the motion segment is termed “ligamentotaxis” and provides a biomechanically stable construct that will limit motion and permit fusion to develop. Distraction of the disk space also results in indirect decompression of the foramina (13).

The approach to the disk space is based on the surgeon’s experience and familiarity with anatomy. Posterior lumbar interbody fusion is used most often when decompression of a nerve root is required. Transformaminal lumbar interbody fusion is a modified posterior approach that permits foraminal decompression and a wider, safer access to the disk space for a surgeon with a preference for the posterior approach. Anterior lumbar interbody fusion is the optimal approach for accessing the disk space and performing interbody fusion but requires a skilled access surgeon and may necessitate a supplemental posterior approach to provide nerve root access and structural support. For each approach, an annular window is created and a total diskectomy performed to achieve clean bleeding endplates. This clean bone surface provides an optimal environment for fusion to occur.

A posterior lumbar interbody fusion typically requires resection of a major portion of the posterior lumbar laminae and, frequently, near-total facetectomies for levels above L5–S1 (1, 8). To obtain access to the disk space, the surgeon must retract the thecal sac.
and nerve roots medially. Through this approach, it is often difficult to place sufficiently large devices to gain stability and provide ligamentotaxis without injuring the nerve roots. Because of the increased risk of nerve root complications and relatively poor results with stand-alone posterior lumbar interbody fusion constructs, most posterior lumbar interbody fusion operations today use supplemental posterior instrumentation. Posterior instrumentation allows smaller stabilization devices to be placed within the disk space, which has the secondary effect of limiting nerve root injuries. Many of the posterior lumbar interbody fusion procedures are accompanied by posterolateral intertransverse process fusion.

Another common approach for lumbar interbody fusion is transforminal lumbar interbody fusion. This approach allows wider access to the disk space than a posterior lumbar interbody fusion and accommodates placement of intradiskal grafts with less nerve root retraction (19, 20). This approach removes the pars interarticularis and facet joint unilaterally. The disk space is approached from the posterolateral direction in the zone between the transversing nerve root and the superior exiting nerve root. This approach, however, does not allow placement of sufficiently large devices for a stand-alone fusion and must be supplemented with posterior instrumentation (19–21).

The advantage of the anterior approach (anterior lumbar interbody fusion) to the disk space is that it permits placement of optimal-sized devices to provide stability and ultimately to facilitate fusion (11, 14). It is the only approach that does not require supplemental posterior instrumentation. This approach avoids injury to posterior paravertebral muscles, an important factor when treating low back pain, while retaining all posterior stabilizing structures and avoiding nerve root retraction and epidural scarring. The disadvantage of the approach is that it requires the presence of a skilled access surgeon familiar with the anatomy of the anterior lumbar spine. Potential complications associated with anterior lumbar interbody fusion include vascular injuries such as laceration of the iliac vein and retrograde ejaculation (3, 4, 14).

Anterior lumbar interbody fusion is frequently performed as a stand-alone procedure. The use of supplemental posterior instrumentation with anterior lumbar interbody fusion requires 2 separate surgical approaches. A number of spine surgeons opt for stand-alone anterior lumbar interbody fusion and reserve posterior instrumentation for patients in whom arthrodesis is subsequently delayed. In many patients with delayed interbody fusion via the anterior approach, the application of posterior rods and pedicle screws will promote rapid progression to solid arthrodesis. Currently, supplemental posterior instrumentation with anterior lumbar interbody fusion is being introduced through minimally invasive techniques that reduce the soft-tissue trauma associated with placement of pedicle screws via open techniques. Most pedicle screw systems currently use titanium implants; degradation of anatomic detail on postoperative MR imaging is not as severe as in the past, when stainless steel implants were used.

The time from implantation of an interbody fusion device to solid arthrodesis is variable, but it is usually a minimum of 6–12 months (22).

**Common Lumbar Interbody Fusion Devices**

First-generation devices were cylindrical and could be placed via a posterior lumbar interbody fusion or an anterior lumbar interbody fusion approach. Subsequent second-generation devices offered improved shapes and sizes to optimize fit within the disk space and improve alignment and fusion.

**Metal Devices**

**BAK (Bagby and Kuslich) Cage.** Originally developed to treat race horses with wobbler syndrome (cervical spinal stenosis), the BAK cage (Zimmer Spine, Warsaw, IN) is a cylindrical, hollow, porous, square-threaded, titanium alloy cage that is screwed into position within the disk space (Fig 1A) (8, 16–17). It can be implanted through anterior lumbar interbody fusion or a posterior lumbar interbody fusion approach. Advantages include the absence of supply difficulties related to donor size or accessibility, improved shelf life, and the lack of disease transmission issues. This first-generation cage is still used. It is thicker than subsequent generations of cages and produces more severe artifacts on MR and CT imaging. The BAK cage has less area for bone growth relative to newer generation devices.

**Ray Threaded Fusion Cage.** A second-generation cage developed by Charles Ray, the Ray Threaded Fusion Cage (Stryker Spine, Allendale, NJ) is a cylindrical, hollow, titanium, threaded device that contains less metal than the BAK cage (Fig 1B) (18). Although it offers advantages similar to those of the BAK cage, the Ray cage produces fewer artifacts on imaging studies. The Ray cage can be implanted through posterior lumbar interbody fusion or an anterior lumbar interbody fusion approach.

**LT-CAGE Lumbar Tapered Fusion Device.** The LT-CAGE (Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Memphis, TN), a third-generation device, is currently the most widely used interbody implant in North America. Because of its trapezoidal configuration (tall anterior/short posterior), it is placed only through the anterior approach. The shape also allows increased surface area for bone growth (Fig 1C). The tapered configuration facilitates restoration of lordosis (14). It is a thin-walled, threaded cage with truncated side walls that facilitate radiographic assessment of new bone formation inside and outside the implant. Advantages versus allograft include the absence of supply difficulties related to donor size or accessibility, improved shelf life, and the lack of disease transmission concerns.

**INTER FIX Threaded Fusion Device and the INTER FIX RP Threaded Fusion Device.** The INTER FIX and the INTER FIX RP (Medtronic Sofamor Danek) are second-generation cylindrical, fenestrated, titanium cages that permit improved CT imaging because of
the decreased wall thickness (Fig 1D). These devices can be implanted through anterior lumbar interbody fusion or posterior lumbar interbody fusion approaches. Advantages versus allograft are similar to the aforementioned devices.

_Harms Cage._ Harms cage (DePuy Spine, Raynham, MA), a surgical titanium mesh cage, has an open diamond configuration to maximize the area of bone graft and allow for load sharing. The device has a 1-mm wall thickness to provide axial strength. It is placed through either an anterior or posterior approach. Advantages versus allograft are similar to the aforementioned devices.

**Composite Devices**

_PEEK Cage._ PEEK refers to polyetheretherketone, a plastic substance with biomechanical properties similar to those of cortical bone. This compound can be machined into any shape and size and is radiolucent on CT and plain radiographs. Depending on the shape, it can be placed through any approach. Fusion results with a PEEK device are currently under investigation. It is reasonably well visualized on MR images, because the PEEK cage (Medtronic Sofamor Danek) is essentially free of water. Because it is radiolucent, small metallic markers are usually placed at the anterior and posterior ends of the device to allow monitoring of position (Fig 1F).

_JAGUAR I/F CAGE (Brantigan Device)._ The JAGUAR I/F CAGE (DePuy Spine) is a carbon fiber-reinforced polymer implant, which can be machined to meet size and shape requirements. It is predominately radiolucent and produces fewer artifacts on CT and MR images (Fig 1G). As with the PEEK device, markers are placed to allow visualization on plain radiographs. The JAGUAR I/F CAGE is typically a rectangular-type cage that is driven into a disk space. This device was
designed for the posterior lumbar interbody fusion approach and is always used with supplemental posterior instrumentation (9). The disadvantage of a rectangular cage placed through a posterior approach is the tendency toward segmental kyphosis.

**BOOMERANG II Device.** The BOOMERANG II (Medtronic Sofamor Danek) second-generation device is a bow-shaped implant with biconvex surfaces that provide a large opening for graft placement. The device is implanted most often through a transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion approach. Other advantages of the BOOMERANG II include its radioluency, lack of artifacts on CT imaging, and transverse positioning within the disk space, producing increased biomechanical stability. Markers are placed to allow visualization on plain radiographs (Fig 1H).

**Biologic Devices**

**Bone Dowels/Femoral Rings.** MDII Threaded Cortical Bone Dowels (Medtronic Sofamor Danek) are threaded pieces of femoral allograft that are screwed into position within the disk space (Fig 1I). Precision Graft femoral rings (Medtronic Sofamor Danek) are cut pieces of allograft femur that are impacted into the disk space (Fig 1J). These devices can be placed through anterior lumbar interbody fusion, posterior lumbar interbody fusion, or a transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion approach. Advantages of bony devices are the absence of imaging artifacts and the placement of a completely biologic device. With the anterior lumbar interbody fusion approach, stand-alone femoral rings are less stable than threaded Bone Dowels, with stand-alone fusion rates of only 60%. Disadvantages of allograft materials include the risk of disease transmission and the potential for fracture when inserted with an impactor (15).

**Bone Graft Substitutes**

**Recombinant Human Bone Morphogenetic Protein (rhBMP-2), Commercially Available as INFUSE Bone Graft.** INFUSE Bone Graft substance (Medtronic Sofamor Danek) has been the most significant development in interbody fusion in recent years (22–27). Approved in July 2002 as the first bone graft substitute equivalent to iliac crest autograft for spinal fusion, INFUSE Bone Graft combines rhBMP-2 with an absorbable collagen sponge carrier. The rhBMP-2 acts as a signaling molecule to attract mesenchymal stem cells, binding to cell receptors and causing these stem cells to differentiate into osteoblasts and initiate bone formation. Recently, INFUSE has been shown to be superior to autologous iliac crest bone graft in obtaining interbody fusion (22). INFUSE can be used with any interbody fusion device as a bone graft replacement in the interbody space; however, it is currently approved by the Food and Drug Administration for use only with the LT-CAGE. INFUSE Bone Graft is radiolucent at the time of placement. Increased attenuation within the disk space reflects new bone formation (Fig 2) (25–26).

**Radiographic Evaluation Of Interbody Fusion**

**Plain Radiographs**

For many years, dynamic lateral flexion and extension radiographs have been used to monitor the progression of an interbody arthrodesis (28). These films have significant intra- and interobserver variation. Measurement accuracy is also largely dependent on obtaining true lateral views; suboptimal radiographs are often obtained (29). Interpretation of plain radiographs is further complicated by the difficulty in judging fusion progression. In a study using sheep, Sandhu et al (24) found that although all sheep treated with interbody cages for fusion showed evidence of fusion at 6 months on plain radiographs, only 33% were subsequently judged fused on histologic examination. Because of the metallic artifact associated with fixation devices, it is often difficult to evaluate spinal fusion. In addition, because posterior fusions are often performed in conjunction with laminectomy, movement of the
human allograft bone is used for interbody fusion, it is difficult to interpret fusion progression or allograft resorption/replacement or graft incorporation on plain films.

### MR Imaging

MR imaging in its current application is considered inadequate for the assessment of interbody fusion. Artifacts from metallic fusion devices typically degrade anatomic detail. Bony changes such as edema or inflammation have little specificity in determining fibrous union versus early stages of arthrodesis. Thus, MR imaging is not acceptable for monitoring the progression of an arthrodesis.

### CT

CT has developed into the preferred method of assessing interbody fusion. CT is rapid, offers the potential for high-quality reformatted images in the coronal and sagittal planes, and provides exquisite bone detail. Hardware artifacts can compromise CT; however, later-generation metallic fusion devices using titanium result in less pronounced degradation by artifact compared with earlier stainless steel implants.

The use of CT for monitoring the progression of interbody fusion is now common at many centers. Thin-section reconstructed CT scans, especially the reformatted coronal and sagittal images, have been demonstrated to show fusion maturation and bone growth and have been effective in fusion evaluation. The scatter effect from second-generation metal devices has not been found to be a significant obstacle when using thin-section CT. CT can often identify failure of device fixation and nonunion, but it is not as sensitive in identifying when true arthrodesis has occurred.

### CT Protocol

CT protocols have been developed to monitor periodically the progress of interbody arthrodesis. This particular protocol (Table 1) was developed in conjunction with several spine surgeons who perform large numbers of interbody fusions annually. CT scans are normally obtained 3, 6, 12, and 24 months after a fusion procedure or until solid arthrodesis has been obtained. These scans may be obtained without plain radiographs. The following is a summary of the typical findings for each assessment period:

#### Three Months

At 3 months, early bone healing is occurring (Fig 24). Obvious perihardware lucencies that would indicate loss of fixation are noted. Subsidence, or sinking of the implant into the vertebral body above or below, should also be noted. Subsidence has direct impact on ligamentotaxis and therefore reflects a partial loss of structural stability. CT scans play an important role in the progression of patient activity levels, in particular the decision regarding return to work.

#### Six Months

Bony arthrodesis may be nearing completion at 6 months with evidence of bridging trabecular bone. Bridging bone is usually seen lateral to the implant and may also be noted within the implant.
itself (Fig 2B). Initial bone formation tends to occur between the lateral aspect of the fusion device and the annulus. There should be no cystic lucencies adjacent to the implant and no linear defects through the bridging bone. Presence of these findings is indicative of delayed union, with direct implications regarding return to work and the predictability of successful fusion.

Twelve Months. Findings at 12 months are similar to those with the 6-month CT scan. Trabecularization should be more mature with obvious bridging bone between vertebral bodies.

Twenty-four Months. CT is performed only if solid arthrodesis is not present at 12 months. The disk space has begun to consolidate more completely with filling of trabecular bone around the implants. Any evidence of lucency or cystic changes at the device margins or lucent lines through the fusion mass is an indicator of nonunion, or failed fusion.

CT Interpretation

The radiologist interpreting a CT scan on a patient who has undergone interbody fusion should evaluate the following points:

Scout Radiographs/Topograms. Reviewing anteroposterior and lateral scout radiographs enables the radiologist to appreciate the fusion level or levels involved, the approach (anterior, posterior, or both), the type of fusion device used, vertebral alignment, and the probable cause of the patient’s problem necessitating the fusion (spondylolisthesis, discogenic pain, and so forth). The scout radiographs will alert the radiologist to any surgical procedure (eg, adding posterior rods and pedicle screws) that has occurred since the prior study.

Vertebral Body Alignment. Is anterolisthesis, retrolisthesis, or scoliosis visible?
Disk Space Preservation. Is significant disk disease visible at levels other than those fused? Has there been re-establishment of normal disk space height at the level or levels fused?

Anterior Versus Posterior Approach. Is the location of a fusion device or devices within the disk space anterior or posterior?

Number of Fusion Devices at Each Level Fused. Are the fusion devices single or paired?

Type of Fusion Device Used. Were Bone Dowel, femoral ring, metallic cage, carbon fiber device, and so forth used?

Change in Device Position. Is there any evidence of device movement since the previous CT scan?

Subsidence. Subsidence (defined as a fusion device sinking into one or both of the adjacent vertebral bodies) is significant because at the conclusion of a technically satisfactory interbody fusion procedure, a tight solid construct (ligamentotaxis) results. With subsidence, however, the ligaments are no longer tight. Subsidence is associated with an increased in-
cidence of failed fusion because the loss of mechanical structural support allows the fusion device or bone graft material to shift or dislodge (Fig 3).

Lucency at the Fusion Device or Pedicle Screw Margins. Lucency suggests movement at the operated level and loosening of the device or screw. Such lucency is associated with delayed or failed fusion (Figs 4 and 5).

Cystic Changes Within the Endplates Adjacent to the Implant. Cystic changes are seen on axial views adjacent to the implants and are good markers for failed fusion (Fig 6). These changes will resolve if arthrodesis occurs.

New Bone Formation Within or Adjacent to the Fusion Devices. New bone, typically encouraged by the inclusion of rhBMP-2–impregnated collagen sponge at the time of surgery, must develop to achieve solid bony bridging across the disk space in a successful fusion. New bone formation within or adjacent to the fusion device is typically seen by 3 months after the fusion procedure and usually progresses for 18–24 months (Fig 2). Often little change will be evident in a given 3-month period. New bone formation is best appreciated on the coronal and sagittal reformatted images.

Abnormalities at Levels Other Than the Fused Level or Levels. Our CT protocol initially covers T12 to the midsacrum. It is important for the radiologist to review carefully the images at levels rostral or caudal to the fused level to identify a herniated disk; central,
lateral recess, or foraminal stenosis; or facet arthropathy as potential causes for a patient’s residual or recurrent symptoms after a fusion.

Location and Integrity of the Surgical Hardware. A fractured posterior rod or pedicle screw may be more easily appreciated on scout radiographs than on axial CT images (Fig 7); however, a medially directed pedicle screw that has penetrated the medial cortex of a pedicle in the vicinity of the adjacent nerve root is better delineated on axial images (Fig 8).

CT Features of Delayed or Failed Fusion

Lucency at the fusion device (or pedicle screw) margins. This lucency represents osteolysis secondary to device (screw) motion, which develops with bone resorption secondary to device motion (Figs 4 and 5). Another CT feature is cystic changes within the endplates adjacent to the implant (Fig 6). Linear defects (fracture) can be seen through intradiskal new bone within or adjacent to the fusion device parallel to the endplates (Fig 9). Relative indicators of loss of fixation that may lead to failure include a change in fusion device position (Fig 10) and device subsidence (Fig 3).

Future Advances

Radiolucent Fusion Devices. Radiolucent devices, such as those made of carbon fiber material, have a significant advantage over metallic devices in that they produce relatively little artifact on postoperative CT and MR imaging studies. Thus, monitoring the fusion and appreciating any postoperative complication become easier for the radiologist.

Disk Prosthesis (Artificial Disk). Future treatment for low back pain will include use of a disk prosthesis (12, 33–34). Ideally, it will allow stabilization of the disk space but will maintain motion. The disk space height will be preserved with restoration of lordosis while permitting relatively normal mobility of the vertebral segments. The drawback of all disk prostheses currently under investigation is that their composition is predominantly chrome cobalt, which produces artifacts on CT and MR images (Fig 11).

Conclusion

Interbody fusion has become a reliable and frequent procedure and is the treatment of choice for a number of lumbar spinal disorders, including discogenic pain. CT provides better evaluation of fusion progression and status than dynamic radiography and is becoming the preferred method of monitoring patients who have undergone interbody fusion. The development of artificial disk replacement may reduce the need for interbody fusion in the future. In October 2004, the Charite became the first artificial disk to receive FDA approval (34); however, even as artificial disk replacement becomes more available, interbody fusion will remain an important procedure and the radiologist should be familiar with the common interbody fusion devices, the potential complications associated with each device and approach, the advantages of using CT to assess spinal fusion, and the important radiographic findings associated with fusion failure.
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